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Meg and Gillian, Riming Robin, Tom Drum, Tom Dove, and
Mistress Farmer, to name only some of them, make a long row of
distinguishable portraits such as had not appeared in English litera-
ture since Chaucer, with whom, however, Deloney can sustain no
serious comparison. They have individuality ; they behave like
real people of their place and time ; they are humorous without
being mere humours. Deloney's limitations are obvious. His
character-drawing is entirely superficial; he does not get down
to the inner springs ; he gives idiosyncrasy but not motive. For
the drama of character in action he had no capacity whatever. A
few resemblances have been pointed out to Shakespeare, in the
dialogue and in the mounting and atmosphere of a scene ; but this
is of small significance. In truth, there is always something lacking
in Deloney which is fundamental, something that cannot be dis-
pensed with in a story, as distinguished from what is at best only
an amusing display of manners and peculiarities. There is nothing
much going on in his tales ; there is no real business, except business
in the particular sense, and of that there is too much. Allowance
must of course be made for one of his main incentives in writing.
He put himself forward as the eulogist and defender of the trading
corporations. Hence the economic element, which many writers
tend to overlook, essential part though it be in the structure of life,
all but monopolizes the story interest. If we now read his books
simply as novels, we shall find our chief entertainment in the by-play.
Fortunately, this is so good that we can ignore the economic side
altogether and yet find Deloney well worth reading.
He owed little or nothing to Greene, Nashe, Lodge, or other
writers of contemporary standing. He was not a puritan or a satirist,
and did not concern himself with the ugly and reprehensible aspects
of the world. Deloney fell into line rather with the anonymous
Chap-book makers of chap-book biographies, the last degenerate offspring of
literature the mediaeval romances and the ballads. His novels competed for
popularity with the histories of Robin Hood, George & Green and
Friar Bacon, and of such foreign celebrities as Robert the Devil,
Fortunatus and Dr Faustus,1 all of which were read with avidity,
as the multiplication of editions proves. Stories of this class had an
appeal denied to those of higher pretensions. Whatever the supposed
1 Cp. Volume I., pp. 291-293.

